
Table SM 12.1 

CPM predictions for the use of emotion words to describe emotion episodes as based on specific appraisal configurations represented by specific results postulated 

for the major stimulus evaluation checks (Reproduced from  Table 5.4 in Scherer, 2001) 

CRITERION ENJ/HAP ELA/JOY DISP/DISG CON/SCO SAD/DEJ DESPAIR ANX/WOR 

Novelty        

- Suddenness low high/med open open low high low 

- Familiarity open open low open low very low open 

- Predictability medium low low open open low open 

Intrinsic Pleasantness high open very low open open open open 

- Goal/Need Importance medium high low low high high medium 

Goal/Need Significance               

- Cause: Agent open open open other open oth/nat oth/nat 

- Cause: Motive intent cha/int open intent cha/neg cha/neg open 

- Outcome Probability very high very high very high high very high very high medium 

- Discrepancy from expectation consonant open open open open dissonant open 

- Conduciveness conducive vcon open open obstruct obstruct obstruct 

- Urgency very low low medium low low high medium 

Coping Potential               

- Control open open open high very low very low open 

- Power open open open low very low very low low 

- Adjustment high medium open high medium very low medium 

Compatibility with Standards               

- External open open open very low open open open 

- Internal open open open very low open open open 

  



CRITERION FEAR IRR/COA RAG/HOA BOR/IND SHAME GUILT PRIDE 

Novelty        

- Suddenness high low high very low low open open 

- Familiarity open open low high open open open 

- Predictability low medium low very high open open open 

Intrinsic  

Pleasantness 

low open open open open open open 

- Goal/Need Importance high medium high low high high high 

Goal Significance        

- Cause: Agent oth/nat open other open self self self 

- Cause: Motive open int/neg intent open int/neg intent intent 

- Outcome Probability high very high very high very high very high very high very high 

- Discrepancy from expectation dissonant open dissonant consonant open open open 

- Conduciveness obstruct obstruct obstruct open open high high 

- Urgency very high medium high low high medium low 

Coping Potential        

- Control open high high medium open open open 

- Power very low medium high medium open open open 

- Adjustment low high high high medium medium high 

Compatibility with Standards        

- External open low low open open very low high 

- Internal open low low open very low very low very high 

Abbreviations: ENJ/HAP enjoyment/happiness, ELA/JOY elation/joy, DISP/DISG displeasure/disgust, CON/SCO contempt/scorn, 

SAD/DEJ sadness/dejection, IRR/COA irritation/cold anger, RAGE/HOA rage/hot anger; BOR/IND boredom/indifference; very 

very, rela relationships, oth others; nat nature, cha chance, neg negligence 

 


